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Harmonics generation in electron-ion collisions in a short laser pulse
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Anomalously high generation efficiency of coherent higher field harmonics in collisions betweenoppositely
charged particlesin the field of femtosecond lasers is predicted. This is based on rigorous numerical solutions
of a quantum kinetic equation for dense laser plasmas that overcomes limitations of previous investigations.
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Modern high-intensity short-pulse lasers@1# have made it
possible to create dense correlated plasmas under labor
conditions promising a large variety of applications, e.
@2,3#. Remarkable progress has been made in the field
time-resolved plasma diagnostics@4#, interesting high-field
phenomena have been observed, including production
multi-keV electrons and the generation of higher field h
monics@bremsstrahlung~BS!# in neutral gases. On the othe
hand, despite early predictions@5#, harmonics generation in
an ionizedmedium due tocollisions of oppositely charged
particles in the field has not been observed experimenta
@6#. The reason is the low electron-ion collision frequen
nei in a low-density equilibrium plasma@7#. In this paper we
demonstrate a drastic, more than six orders of magnitu
efficiency increase for densenonequilibrium plasmasexcited
by a femtosecond laser pulsethat should make this funda
mental effect observable experimentally. Moreover, we p
dict coherent harmonics pulses that may be significa
shorter than the pump pulse.

A full theoretical description of dense laser plasmas
quires the selfconsistent treatment of~i! hydrodynamic mass
and energy transport of electrons and heavy particles,~ii !
collective ~mean-field! phenomena, and~iii ! elastic and in-
elastic carrier collisions in the presence of the field. In rec
years there have been substantial advances in the theor
description of the first two effects, see, e.g.,@3,8,9# and@10–
12#, respectively. However, these treatments, usually be
based on Vlasov, Fokker-Planck, or particle-in-cell simu
tions, either neglect collisions completely or study them i
strongly simplified manner. In particular, they neglect t
field effect on the collision process. This may be justified
very strong fields where the electron oscillation~‘‘quiver’’ !
velocity v0[eE0 /(meV) is much larger than the therma
velocity v th , and the collision frequenciesnee and nei are
much below the oscillation frequencyV of the field. How-
ever, for field intensities below 1015 W/cm2) and/or high
plasma density (n.1020 cm23) and low temperature, colli-
sions are the dominant factor in field-matter interaction
short times. At a later stage, due to hydrodynamic motion
electrons and ions, plasma heating and expansion, field
fects will govern the plasma behavior, although collision
processes such as inverse bremsstrahlung, e.g.,@13,5,9# or
impact ionization/recombination remain important.
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Whenthis transition occurs andwhat physical processe
take place at theearly stageis not known until now—to
answer these questions is the main goal of this paper.
analysis reveals that during this initial stage the plasma h
strongly anisotropic and non-Maxwellian electron distrib
tion function that develops bunches of fast electrons. A
result of electron-electron collisions, eventually, a monoto
cally decaying distribution is approached, but this therma
zation takes aboutt rel;50–100 fs. Finally, the most inter
esting effect is that, under the strong nonequilibriu
conditions at these short times, the generation of higher fi
harmonics ine-i collisions is strongly enhanced.

The analysis of the initial stage of laser-matter interact
requires a quantum kinetic equation that fully includes no
ideal plasma effects, the importance of which has been no
frequently, e.g.@8,12#. Such an equation has recently be
derived@14# and has the form

H ]

]t
1eaE~ t !“kJ f a~ka ,t !5(

b
I ab~ka ,t !, ~1!

where for the initial period spatial homogeneity may be
sumed. The collision integrals are given by

I ab~ka ,t !52E dkbdk̄adk̄b

~2p\!6
uVab~q!u2d~kab2 k̄ab!

3E
t0

t

d t̄ cosF eab2 ēab

\
~ t2 t̄ !2

q

\
•Rab~ t, t̄ !G

3$ f̄ a f̄ b@12 f a#@12 f b#2 f af b@12 f̄ a#

3@12 f̄ b#%u t̄ , ~2!

where a,b label electrons and ions, and we denotedeab

[ea1eb , ea[pa
2/2ma , kab[ka1kb , andq[ka2 k̄a . Vab

is the Fourier transform of the screened Coulomb poten
Vab(q)54peaeb /@q21k(t)2#, @k(t) is the inversenon-
equilibrium screening length#. This allows us to avoid any
cutoff ~Coulomb logarithm!. We underline that the collision
integral I ab is exact~within the static weak-coupling limit!.
In particular, it permits a rigorous investigation of the sho
time physics and, for long timest@2p/vpl @vpl
©2001 The American Physical Society05-1
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5(4pne2/m)1/2 is the plasma frequency# and zero field (Rab
50), it goes over to the familiar Landau collision integr
*d t̄cos . . .→\pd(eab2 ēab). Moreover, this integral in-
cludes Pauli blocking~spin statistics! and it conserves the
total energy~kinetic plus potential energy! which is impor-
tant for dense nonideal plasmas.

Most importantly, the integralI ab includes theinfluence of
a strong field on the collision processof two particles of
speciesa andb exactly, as well as the effect of a finite co
lision duration tcoll5t22t1 that is crucial for the results
shown below. Indeed, during the timetcoll , each of the col-
liding particles gains a certain momentumQa(t1 ,t2) in the
field, and a pair of colliding~oppositely charged! particles is
displaced by the field a distanceRab(t1 ,t2). For a harmonic
field, E(t)5E0cosVt,

Qa~ t1 ,t2!5
2eaE0

V
~sinVt12sinVt2!, ~3!

Rab~ t1 ,t2!5S ea

ma
2

eb

mb
D E0

V2

3$cosVt12cosVt22V~ t22t1!sinVt1%,

~4!

and these effects are growing with increasing field stren
The momentum shift enters the arguments of the distribu
functions in the collision integral~2!, ~time-dependent intra
collisional field effect!: f a[ f @ka1Qa(t, t̄ ), t̄ #; f̄ a[ f @ k̄a

1Qa(t, t̄ ), t̄ #, whereasRab modifies the energy balance o
the two-particle collisions in a monochromatic field. Thu
the collision integral~2! selfconsistently includes nonlinea
field effects, such as harmonics generation, emission~ab-
sorption! of laser photons during the two-particle scatteri
@~inverse! BS#, and generalizes previous treatments of th
phenomena, e.g.,@5,9#, to the case of arbitrary short time
nonequilibrium distributions, and modifications by den
plasma effects.

We expect the most interesting physics to occur in sit
tions where the effects of collisions and of the field are of
same order:~i! when the field frequencyV is in the range of
the collision frequencynei and the plasma frequencyvpl
and,~ii ! when the field-induced particle velocitiesv0 are of
the same order as the thermal velocityv th . Thus, considering
as an example, a dense fully ionized hydrogen plasma
monochromatic optical field of intermediate wavelengthl
5500 nm (V53.77 fs21), the following parameter rang
is of interest for the simulations: densities 1020 cm23<n
<1024 cm23, corresponding to a plasma frequency ran
0.56 fs21<vpl<56 fs21, and an initial plasma temperatur
of 20 000 K that may increase up to almost 106 K within the
first 50 fs of the relaxation. Correspondingly, for this ca
field strengths of interest are 107 V/cm >E0>109 V/cm.
For stronger fields (I .1015 W/cm22) collisions will already
be of minor importance.

The main difficulty in the numerical solution of Eqs
~1–4! is the non-Markovian~time-nonlocal! structure of the
collision integral. Such quantum kinetic equations have
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cently been solved for an isotropic, e.g.,@15#, and anisotropic
plasma@16#, respectively. In contrast to these and other p
vious treatments, in the present paper, for the first time,
effect of a strong field on the collision process is fully i
cluded.

We solve Eqs.~1!–~4! by direct numerical integration
starting from a pre-excited electron-ion plasma in equil
rium, and the relaxation is computed over about 50 fi
cycles. We underline that we solve Eqs.~1!–~4! without any
simplifying assumptions. In particular, momentum anis
ropy of the electron distribution function, as well as time a
momentum retardation, are fully included. The ion distrib
tion was found to remain a Maxwellian during the cons
ered time interval that allowed us to simplify the integralI ei .
To properly account for the time dependence of the scree
Coulomb potentialV(q), the inverse screening lengthk(t) is
computed self consistently from the current nonequilibriu
distribution functions. Solving the kinetic equation yields t
time and momentum-dependent distribution functionf e(k,t)
which allows us to compute all transport properties, inclu
ing the mean electron kinetic energy density^Ekin

e &(t)
5(me)/(2)^ve

2& and the electrical current densityj (t)
5(aea^va&, @ f is normalized to the density, and^ . . . & de-
notes averaging overf (t)].

Let us now come to the results. First recall that, in t
collisionless case (I ab50), the electron distribution would
oscillate as a whole according to sinVt without changing
shape. This yields no net current and no energy increase~the
energy oscillates with 2V around the ponderomotive energ
Upond5mv0

2/4). In contrast, in the presence of collisions, w
observe a strong increase of the mean electron kinetic
ergy. After an initial transient of about 5 fs,^Ekin

e & grows
almost linearly, thereby oscillating with 2V. This energy in-
crease is due tofield-induced electron acceleration durin
electron-ion collisions, cf. the termq•Rei in the integralI ei ,
Eq. ~2!. No net acceleration occurs in electron-electron c
lisions (Ree50). The energy growth rate depends on t
ratio of field strength and density. This is shown in Fig.
where the average slope of the energy curves is plotted
different densities. Interestingly, the most efficient plas

FIG. 1. Average electron kinetic energy increase per time ver
density, with and withoute-e scattering included. Field amplitud
and wavelength areE0533108V/cm andl5500 nm. The initial
plasma temperature isT0520 000 K.
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FIG. 2. Electrical current spectrum in a time
dependent electric field. The higher harmoni
are the sole result of electron-ion collisions. Le
column—time evolution of the spectrum forn
51022 cm23, from averaging over five laser pe
riods at different moments~see text in this fig-
ure!. Right column—spectrum~from averaging
over the full calculation! for various densities.
Other parameters are the same as in Fig. 1.
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heating occurs around 1022 cm23, which is near the critical
densityncr54.5•1021cm23, wherevpl5V. The maximum
value of the power is about 1.5 eV/fs, which roughly cor
sponds to the absorption of one photon per electron and l
cycle. Notice also that, althoughe-e scattering does not con
tribute to the heating directly, this process may not be
glected, as this would lead to an overestimate of the po
by a factor of 3 and a shift of the maximum to higher de
sities by one order of magnitude, cf. the triangles in Fig.

Next, we consider the electrical current density. In co
trast to the collisionless case, wherej0(t)5env0sinVt, col-
lisions between electrons and ions may give rise to hig
field harmonics. Indeed, electrons oscillating with the fie
are disturbed by the Coulomb field of ions that yields
change of the electron velocity component in field direct
(v0@v th)

Dvz~ t !'
a A2

V ~11b2!

sinVt

A112b21cos 2Vt
, ~5!

with a5
eeei

mr 0
2

, b5Ar'

r 0
, r 05S ee

me
2

ei

mi
D E0

V2
,

wherem215me
211mi

21 , andr' is the minimal electron-ion
distance. One readily checks that in the spectrum of Eq.~5!
appear all harmonics of the field. Formula~5! indicates that
the spectrum will be particularly broad for close encount
~small r' , strong scattering!. Further, the efficiency of har
monics generation decreases with growing field strength.
the other hand, for the case of a weak field@not covered by
Eq. ~5!#, the harmonics yield increases withE0 ~with the
number of photons!, resulting in a maximum of the effi
ciency aroundv05v th @7,17#. Quantitative estimates for th
conversion efficiencyhN ~intensity of theNth harmonics
normalized to the intensity of the fundamental oscillatio!
can be given for the case of Maxwellian electrons. Th
only odd harmonics exist andhN

EQ;(nei /V)2/NaN, where
aN5aN(v0 /v th).0 @7#. Direct evaluation of the collision
integralI ei , Eq. ~2!, for a dense equilibrium plasma reveale
that the highest value in equilibrium ish3

EQ;1027 @17#.
However, as we show now, the efficiency may be

creased drastically under nonequilibrium conditions of fe
tosecond laser pulse excitation. Figure 2 shows the res
for the current spectrum obtained from the numerical so
tion of the quantum kinetic equations~1,2! for E053
3108 V/cm and an initial temperatureT520 000 K. Figure
2~a! shows the result for a density ofn51022 cm23 at dif-
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ferent times~obtained by Fourier transformingj (t) over time
intervals of five laser periods!. One clearly sees the forma
tion of strong third harmonics, which is comparable to a
may even exceed the fundamental component, i.e.,h3;1. At
later times, this peak vanishes again. We mention that hig
odd harmonics are found for higher field strength also,
sides, there is a clear signature of the second harmonics
Fig. 2. The temporal behavior of the harmonics emission
be understood from the time evolution of the nonequilibriu
cycle-averaged collision frequency

nei~E0 ,V;n,t !54p
V2

vpl
2

j ~ t !•E~ t !̄

E2~ t !
, ~6!

which is shown in Fig. 3. Due to the laser heating of t
plasma, cf. Fig. 1, and relaxation towards a Maxwellian,
collision frequencynei decreases in time, limiting the effi
ciencyhN(t) and, thus, the duration of the harmonics puls

Finally, to understand the reason for the anomalously h
efficiency of harmonics generation, we consider in Fig. 4
temporal evolution of the electron distribution. The upp
middle, and lower figure parts show snapshots off e(kx ,kz)
after 0, 6, and 12 complete field cycles, respectively. Clea
the distribution is becoming anisotropic already during t
first few laser periods. It strongly deviates from a Maxwe
ian, developing side peaks along the field direction, the d

FIG. 3. Nonequilibrium collision frequency, Eq.~6!, vs loga-
rithm base 10 of the quiver velocity, at the initial moment, after 9
and after 25 fs~white, gray, and black symbols, respectively!. n
51022 cm23, v th[A^ve

2&. Due to collisional energy absorption, c
Fig. 1, during the relaxation, symbols move to the left. Symb
with same shape refer to the same field strength, lines are guid
the eye.
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tance of which from the origin is proportional to the fie
strength. This peculiar nonequilibrium behavior is caused
electron-ion collisions in the presence of the field, as can
seen from the left column, where electron-electron collisio
are neglected. These features are observed for all consid
densities and field strengths~see above!, but they are stron-
gest aroundV5vpl andv05v th . Under these conditions, a
electron spends the maximum possible time in the field o
ion ~extending over approximatelyr D5k21) per laser cycle,
Vtcoll;Vr D /v th;V/vpl;1. These are the optimal cond

FIG. 4. Evolution of the electron distribution function in mo
mentum space~the field is in thekz direction! with only electron-
ion collisions included~left column! and with electron-ionand
electron-electron collisions~right column!, respectively. Figure
shows snapshots att50 ~upper figures!, after 6 laser periods
~middle! and after 12 laser periods~bottom!, when the main peak o
f e is at the origin~the distribution as a whole oscillates with th
field in kz direction and is isotropic in thekx-ky plane!. Note the
different vertical scales.
ou

.
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tions for collisional e-i momentum exchange in the field,
for electron acceleration~inverse BS!, cf. Fig. 1, and har-
monics emission~BS!, Fig. 2~b!.

Our calculations show that, as a result ofe-e collisions
~right column of Fig. 4!, the side peaks off e are formed
more rapidly, and they are squeezed towards the center. A
30–50 fs the peaks start to smear out, and aftert rel

;50–100 fs~depending on the density! a monotonically de-
caying distribution with a temperature of the order of seve
106 K is reached. By this time the plasma has become
sentially collisionless:nei has decayed to its equilibrium
value @18# and nee'0, making it necessary to include co
lective and hydrodynamic~spatial heat flow, expansion, etc!
effects, as mentioned in the Introduction, while for the tre
ment of collisions simpler models may be used.

In summary, we have presented a self-consistent num
cal investigation of the early relaxation stage,t<50 fs, of a
preionized dense plasma in a laser field withE0
5107–109 V/cm. We have found the formation of
strongly nonequilibrium electron distribution giving rise
coherent bremsstrahlung emission of ultrashort thi
harmonics pulses. An anomalously high conversion e
ciency~more than six orders of magnitude compared to pl
mas in equilibrium! is predicted, which should make thi
fundamental process accessible for experimental obse
tion. To reduce limiting factors such as phase matching
quirements, as well as competing effects~e.g., resonantly
generated harmonics near the critical density profile!, the ex-
periments should use a very thin foil, e.g.@4#, and work with
a weakly undercritical plasma. The most favorable con
tions are expected for a preionized plasma with high cha
state since (nei;Z) excited by a linearly polarized lase
pulse with a durationtp shorter than 50 fs where the thir
harmonics should be observable in transmission. To furt
improve the quantitative predictions, the plasma genera
process has to be included in the simulation. For exam
ionization from excited atomic levels should enhance
harmonics yield@7#, accelerate the plasma heating, and th
further reduce the duration of the higher-harmonics pu
Finally, we mention that our results are not limited to las
plasmas, but are equally important for electron-hole plasm
subject to intense THz radiation.
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